
UIMA RUTA Cheat Sheet

Cheat sheet is happily provided by Averbis GmbH (www.averbis.com).

Add annotations

Types / TypeSystems Ruta Seeds
Ruta Seeds are annotations that are created 
automatically by the RUTA engine. 
They are the starting point for creating new annotations. 

Quantifiers

W?

Matches if there is one or no word

W+

Matches on one or multiple words

W*

Matches on any number of words

W[3,5]

Matches on a minimum of 3 words
And a maximum of 5 words

The wildcard “#” uses the next rule 
element to determine its match. It 
always takes the shortest possible 
match (greedy). In this case, it 
matches on sentences (limited by 
Periods).

PERIOD # PERIOD

Complete example: Finding dates

ANY

Matches on any annotation

W

NUM

Matches on all numbers

SPECIAL

Matches on all special characters

PM

SENTENCEEND

Matches on all word tokens
Subtypes: SW (small word), CW (capital word)

Matches on all punctuation marks, 
Subtypes: COMMA, COLON, SEMICOLON 

Matches on end of sentence tokens,
Subtypes: PERIOD, QUESTION, EXCLAMATION

Adding an “Animal” annotation on “dog” (case-insensitive); default is case-sensitive

Adding an “Animal” annotation with kind “dog” and a second annotation "Entity" 

Adding an “Animal” annotation, but only if the sequence "fast dog" occurs in the text 

Creates “Animal” annotation that spans the number and the word (e.g. "12 dogs")

W{REGEXP("dog",true) -> CREATE(Animal)};

W{REGEXP("dog") -> CREATE(Animal,"kind" = "dog"), CREATE(Entity)};

W{REGEXP("dog"), -PARTOF(Animal) -> CREATE(Animal)};

n:NUM W{REGEXP("dogs") -> CREATE(Animal, "count"=n)};

Creates “Animal” annotation, if there is a number before “dogs” 
and sets its count to that number

(NUM W{REGEXP("cats|dogs")}) {-> CREATE(Animal)};

Declares the new Type “Paragraph”

Declares the new Type “Animal” with attributes “kind” (String) and “count” (Integer)

Loads an existing typesystem

DECLARE Paragraph;

DECLARE Animal(String kind, Integer count);

TYPESYSTEM com.textanalysis.animals;

Remove annotations

Removes all “Animal” annotations

Removes “Animal” annotations that have the coveredText “terrior” and the kind “dog”

Removes "Animal" annotations that are preceded by a colon and followed by a comma

Removes all "Paragraph" annotations that contain two to four "Animal" annotations

Removes all "Paragraph" annotations that start with a lower case word

a:Animal{-> UNMARK(a)};

a:Animal{a.ct == "Terrier", a.kind == "dog" -> UNMARK(a)};

COLON a:Animal{ -> UNMARK(a)} COMMA;

p:Paragraph{CONTAINS(Animal,2,4) -> UNMARK(p)};

p:Paragraph{STARTSWITH(SW)-> UNMARK(p)};

};
STRINGLIST MonthsList = {"January", "February", "March",...};

DECLARE Month, Year, Date;

"fast"

and if there is no "Animal" annotation on "dog" yet


